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Clue 4 REVEAL

WOW! That was a fast finish! We are ready to lay this out. I have given you a pic on this first 
page WITHOUT lattice. (Optional lattice in Clues 1 and 3.) I added the lattice (see pic on next 
page) because I love the look. Just wanted the map to show block placement before lattice.

Now to stitch in those lattice units…
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I picked up each row of unassembled blocks and grabbed the short lattice units we cut. I 
stitched them to the right side of each of the first four blocks in each row. Then stitched these 
together into one row. Row 1 pictured here:

When I had all five rows complete, I then measured three of my rows to get an average of the 
lengths. I did the 18” blocks, so mine average at 94-1/2” in length.

I sewed my remaining WOF units end to end until I had the 94-1/2” lengths. You will need 
eight (8) lengths. I started with row 1, stitching a length to the long top and bottom of the row. 
Followed by adding a length to the BOTTOM of each of the remaining rows.

Once these were complete, I was ready to assemble the rows into the quilt centre. As I 
stitched rows 1 and 2 together, I marked where those in-between lattices were to keep them 
even through out the quilt, pinning as I went. Don’t forget to add those left and right side 
lattice strips. Centre complete with lattices here:
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With this complete, it was time to assemble the outside borders. You will have assembled the 
cornerstones (border corners) in a previous clue. Using the larger of the WOF strips we cut, 
we will stitch these end to end like with did those lattice pieces. Following this, I stitched the 
WOF lengths into strip-sets ACCENT/BACKGROUND/CONTRAST. I measured the quilt 
again to make sure it was still the 94-1/2” and it was!!! So, I cut my long strip sets into four 
lengths at that length. Your length will be different if you created the smaller block sizes. 
With this complete, I stitched the border cornerstones to opposite ends of TWO of the strip-
sets.

With the first two strip-sets, stitch them down opposite sides of the centre. I pinned this along 
the way as I wanted it perfect. I stitched down one side and up the other. I stitched mine with 
the ACCENT touching the lattice. Then, pinning those remaining two lengths WITH THE 
CORNERSTONES to the final two sides will complete this amazing design.

To be honest, I almost didn’t finish this design. After taking the first “layout” pic, I didn’t like the 
design one little bit. BUT, I persevered and continued with the lattice and borders. NOW, I 
really like the finish and am SUPER happy I took the time to finish this one. Hope you love it 
as much as I do. My granddaughter thinks it’s “beautiful”!

Final pic:
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